5

things to consider when
choosing an orthodontist

1. Dentist Vs Orthodontist
All orthodontists are fully qualified dentists, completing several extra years of postgraduate study
to specialise in Orthodontics (look for ‘MOrth’ after the name). Some dentists do short courses
to apply basic teeth-straightening products but they have not specialised in this field.

Dr Sadiq is a fully qualified Specialist Orthodontist registered with the GDC (75132).

2. Avoid Quick Fixes
Although a number of ‘quick fixes’ are available to straighten teeth, treatment may relapse and go back,
resulting in you having to pay twice. Orthodontic treatment requires careful planning and
application to ensure a stable and lasting result. As the old saying goes ‘If it sounds too good to be
true, it probably is’!

Orchard Orthodontics is a specialist orthodontic practice with over 12 years
experience solely in straightening teeth to create great smiles.

3. Cheapest Isn't Best
Orthodontics is a once in a lifetime treatment. If you want to get a good result that is stable and lasting,
select a qualified specialist orthodontist that is competent with proven results and one that offers an
affordable, good value price for your treatment. Look at the qualification of the doctor, the support of the
team, and what is included in your package. After all, you get what you pay for!

At Orchard, we offer competitive prices and interest free monthly payment plans.

4. Choosing Your Clinician
Every orthodontist works according to their own knowledge, skill and treatment mechanics.
Hence the same branded brace (eg Invisalign) with two different orthodontists can produce
remarkably different results.

Dr Sadiq has proven results and has won multiple awards. His experience as a
Maxillofacial Surgeon in Cambridge University’s training hospital has given him a
unique insight into achieving great results!

5. Results
It is crucial to look at testimonials and see the results your orthodontist can achieve. Ask to see
before and after pictures and see how previous patients felt about the treatment they received. The
proof is in the pudding!

Please see our website for a sample of our testimonials and check out our latest
google reviews.
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